
  

Arctic Survivor Evo Pro 6 PFD
Reference# 100832-L

Arctic Survivor Evo Pro 6 PFD
A smooth and popular vest that is used by rescue
services around the world. This buoyancy aid is tested
and approved according to EN 12402-5: 2006. The outer
shell of the PFD is manufactured in red 500D Cordura®
material, while the buoyancy material is manufactured in
soft ISO-approved buoyancy foam. This buoyancy aid is
easy to take on / off and has a good fit with high comfort.
It can easily be fitted with the adjustable shoulder straps
that provide "one size fits all" property. It is also
equipped with a knife holder, safety line with large
lockable carabiner, removable step straps, inner pockets
for warming hands, or storing documents and whistle.

 Facts 

10kg (about 100N) buoyancy - far above the minimum requirement for certification
Approved according to ISO 12402-5:2006
50mm detachable (quick-release) chest strap with 316 stainless steel ring for safety loop (cow-tail)
Safety loop (cow-tail) with large carabiner 
Padded and reninforced shoulder straps with reinforcement
Surplus webbing can be hidden in pockets to keep the waist light and lightweight 25mm
Reflexite® Solas-reflective patches
25mm yellow crotch straps
Single-handed fasteners for vests
Two removable drained chest pockets with velcro and reflector
Detachable orange whistle mounted on a stowe away string
Tested and approved according to ISO 12402 (fail safe system load test to 3.2kN)
Removable label on the back
Can be customized with text as desired
Removable FlexLight pocket (Customized use with FlexLight marker light)
Anti slip material inside prevents the waist to slip up on the body
Inner pockets to warm your hands, alternatively store documents and safety flap
Reinforced stitches on exposed areas
The PFD is delivered in a practical storage bag with zipper
When purchasing a minimum of 200 pieces, optional marking on the west is included



Product Detail
Buoyancy Aid SAR Rescue Services

Type of PFD/class Buoyancy aid (fixed foam buoyancy) 50N

Area of application Civil Service/ Rescue Services/ Armed Forces

Buoyancy Minimum 90N

Material Cordura

Adjustments Crotch Strap
 Waist & shoulder

Fit / Ergonomics Regular

Colour Red

Reflective material IMO Solas

Pockets Yes

Lifting becket/loop Yes (in lifejacket)

Whistle Yes

Attachment for accessories Velcro for pockets

Certifications ISO ISO 12402-5 Buoyancy aids (50N)

Crotch strap Double

Equipment Detachable (quick-release) chest strap with D-ring on back for safety loop
(cow-tail)

Certificates

ISO 12402-5
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